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Material/Personnel Handling Equipment

Earthmoving Equipment

Benefits/features of incova®

Improved efficiency means more work with less fuel

• Perform the same amount of work with 25% less fuel
• Generate significantly less heat by reducing valve losses
•  Optimize total vehicle efficiency by completely integrating the 

engine and hydraulic control system
•  Maximize the vehicle efficiency by utilizing HUSCO’s proprietary 

energy recovery system which stores energy from boom gravity 
lower for reuse later

•  Predictive engine loading increases overall vehicle efficiency and 
lower emissions

Increased productivity means more work in less time

•  Reduce work cycle times by up to 10%
•  Increase function speeds by utilizing independent meter-in/ meter-

out and regenerative metering modes
•  Maximize the vehicle capabilities by selecting a custom operating 

mode to match your application - for example, select the craning 
mode to lay more pipe.

Increase uptime to maximize the amount of work per vehicle

•  Diagnostic information provided via CAN communication to cab 
display or access data remotely

•  Improved fleet management – vehicle information, such as cylinder 
loads and stresses, oil temperatures, duty cycles can be gathered 
to enable cost-effective preventative maintenance.

•  Reduce downtime – with proven, interchangeable components, 
vehicle issues can be resolved quickly with minimal service part 
inventories

Superior controllability enables operator to be more productive

•  Excellent fine metering allow operators to have precise control of 
the vehicle

•  Elimination of load holding valves and associated valve coordination 
problems

• Improved dynamic response
•  Enables coordinated motion such as X-Y movements and flat 

bottom trenching 

INCOVA® Applications

Excavators

Tractor Loader Backhoes

Wheel Loaders

Telehandlers

Cranes

Aerial Work Platforms

incova® is an innovative departure from 
traditional hydraulic spool valve control 
systems. Instead of being restricted by the 
fixed relationships of a traditional spool valve, 
the proprietary INCOVA® system uses four 
independently controlled EHPVs configured 
in a Wheatstone-Bridge arrangement with 
pressure sensor feedback and advanced 
controls software to continuously optimize 
the valve control while minimizing hydraulic 
losses.  Independent metering and measuring 
the pressures deliver higher efficiency 
regeneration metering modes that are not 
possible with a spool valve today.  INCOVA® 
provides smooth acceleration, adaptive 
deceleration and predictable multi-functioning 
metering without the hydraulic heat losses 
associated with traditional spool valves.  
incova® also predictively communicates 
hydraulic power demands to the engine before 
the load increases.  This allows for proactive 
engine controls to improve the machine’s load 
response allowing for increased efficiency and 
improved emissions.

By mounting the valves directly on the work 
function, the quantity of hoses, tubes and 
fittings is reduced significantly providing 
reductions in mechanical failures, hydraulic 
leaks and downtime.

Plus, the low leak capabilities of the EHPV® 
allow the uniquely distributed INCOVA® system 
to deliver both the control valve and hose 
burst protection; eliminating the need for load 
holding valves which significantly improves 
efficiency.

incova® is more than an incremental 
improvement to today’s hydraulic control 
systems; it is a quantum leap forward. 
For example, INCOVA® significantly  
reduces the cost of ownership for an  
excavator by reducing fuel  
consumption by 25%, improving 
productivity by 10% and 
incorporating the capability of 
remote diagnostics to improve  
uptime.  INCOVA® will also 
be a key part of an OEM 
Tier 4 emissions strategy.   
Nothing comes close to 
incova® valve technology 
– setting a new standard for 
hydraulic controls.

INCOVA® Technology:  
An advanced system designed for efficiency

HUSCO’s breakthrough INCOVA® (Intelligent Control 
Valve) technology is an innovative departure from 
traditional hydraulic spool valve control systems. 
By eliminating the limitations of traditional valve 
technology, INCOVA® ushers in a new era in hydraulic 
control systems. Never before has a technology 
allowed an equipment OEM to improve vehicle 
productivity, efficiency, controllability, reliability, safety 
and flexibility so completely – and so cost-effectively.

A New Era  
in Hydraulic Control Systems
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